
Basic management and use

This document is only used during training in MONITOR G5. The work flow described here
might not coincide precisely with the work flow procedures in your company, so you need to
take notes that will later on be used in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For
detailed information regarding different terms and areas described during the training you can
read the online help function for the procedures in question. You access the online help
function using the button on the toolbar or by pressing the keys Shift + F1 in the

procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain section or for example a
box by pressing F1 in the procedure.

This material is a compilation of basic management and use in MONITOR G5. Further information can
be found in the User guide to MONITOR G5.

General features
In MONITOR G5 there are many general features which apply in the entire system. In this chapter the
most important general features are described.

In the online help function you can read more about the general features.

Function keys on the keyboard
Most of the function keys (F1–F12) on the keyboard are tied to central functions in MONITOR G5. In
the table below these functions are described.

Key Explanation of function

F1 Open the online help function for the box/section/list etc. in question.

Shift + F1 Open the online help function for the procedure in question.

F3 Preview the selected material.

F4 Open or close the Lookup feature in fields for large registers.

F5 Add a new row in a table or e.g. a new order row.

F6 Delete the selected row in a table or e.g. a selected order row.

F7 Go to the previous field.

F8 Go to the next field.

F9 Show/hide a temporary version of the module menu including the Find procedure
field.

F10 Show/hide the side panel.
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Key Explanation of function

F11 Open the Manufacturing order info with the current/selected record already
loaded.

Ctrl + F11 Open the Customer order info with the current/selected record already loaded.

Shift + F11 Open the Supplier register with the current/selected record already loaded.

F12 Open the Part register with the current/selected record already loaded.

Shift + F12 Open the Customer register with the current/selected record already loaded.

Ctrl + F12 Open the Tool info with the current/selected record already loaded.

Built-in calculator in numerical fields
In numerical fields you can write formulas to calculate a value. A formula expression is shown in red
color if the expression is not correct. If the expression is correct it is shown in green color. When you
leave the field, the value is calculated and shown in the field. See the image below.

Built-in interpreter in date fields
In date fields an interpreter is included for input of dates. This interpreter translates codes into dates
according to the table below. When you leave the field, the code is interpreted and shown in the field.
For default values in selection rows, these codes can be used to e.g. get the date for a certain day of
the week, or to get a date in relation to today's date.

Code Explanation

1-7 Day of the current week

01–31 Day of the current month

t Today's date

m The first day of the current month

n The last day of the current month

y The first day of the current year

z The last day of the current year

All letter codes can be combined with digits. If you for example type m-3 the resulting date will
be the first day of the month, three months before the current month. If you type y+2 the
resulting date will be the first day of the year, two years after the current year. If you do not
type +/- sign, that is if you only type y2, it will be interpreted as y+2.
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Comments and additional texts
In registration and reporting procedures you can enter texts as comments, instructions, remarks, etc.
for loaded records. Then you will find a small text editor containing functions for text formatting.
Besides writing text, you can also insert images, phrases (from a phrase register), and your signature
(consisting of today’s date and your user name). You can also unpin the text editor window by using
the button in the top right corner.

When a comment exists, a filled speech bubble will be shown on the comment button. If there is
no comment, the speech bubble is shown empty .

The text editor is also available on additional text rows (row type 4) on quotes, inquiries, and orders.
There you can choose on which document types the additional text shall be displayed.

Context help
In MONITOR G5 you can use the key F1 to open the online help function for the section you have
marked or where the cursor is placed in a procedure (so-called context help). On the help page there is
a description of the selected section. There is also a side menu on the help page with links to other
help topics in the procedure. You can also open the online help for an entire procedure using the help
button which you find on the title bar in all procedures.
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Login
When you start MONITOR G5 a login window is displayed. Here you select company and enter your
user name and password. When you start MONITOR G5 next time, the company and the user you
most recently entered will be default in the login window.

The login window is also shown if you log out from MONITOR G5. You log out in the desktop
backstage. Using the Close button in the top right corner you can close the program.

If the system administrator links your user account in MONITOR G5 to your Windows account,
you will automatically be logged-in when you start MONITOR G5.

Desktop
The desktop in MONITOR G5 is the main window. The user interface is clear and flexible. It contains
different menus, tool bars, and functions.

At the top of the desktop you find the title bar. To the left on the title bar you find the buttons
Window (1), Message center (2), Clipboard (3), and the Find procedure field (4). In the middle of the
title bar there is a section (5) where you see in which company, database number, warehouse,
accounting year, and period, you are working. Your user name is shown at the end of the text section.
To the right of the text section there is a help button (6) which opens the start page for the online help
function. Next to it there is a field for MONITOR search (7) which is used to search for records in the
entire system.

In the online help function you can read more about each respective function in the title bar.
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At the top left on the desktop you find the Backstage (1) function. In the backstage there are different
functions and settings. Next to backstage you find the Module menu (2) showing one button for each
module. There you find all procedures to which you have access.

Backstage
In the desktop’s backstage there are some general functions and settings for MONITOR G5 and you as
a user.

Function Explanation

Settings Here you configure settings for color range/theme, reminders, printouts, etc.

Warehouse Here you see and select among the available warehouses.

Language Here you see and select default language and the current language.

Accounting
year

Here you see and select default accounting year and the current accounting year.

Desktop Here you select layout and desktop components for your desktop.

About Here you find information about your MONITOR G5.

Log out Here you log out from MONITOR G5.

In the topic Backstage in the online help function you can read more about each function in
the desktop's backstage.

Backstage of procedures
Each procedure has a backstage with different functions depending on the type of procedure.

Function Explanation

Favorite Here you can save the procedure as a favorite.

Side panel Here you select which components to show in the side panel.

Links Here you copy hyperlinks to this procedure and record.

Instruction Here you can create your own instructions for the procedure in question.

Selection rows Here you choose which selection rows to show under the Selection tab.

Default values Here you can create, change, and delete default values.

Presentations Here you can create own presentations for different list types.

Settings Here you can configure settings concerning BI.
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Function Explanation

Format templates Here you can create your own format template for import of basic data.

In the topic Backstage of procedures in the online help function you can read more about
each function in the backstage of the procedure.

The Module menu
The module menu shows one button for each module in MONITOR G5. When you click a module
button you will see a list with all procedures in that module. The procedures in the list are grouped in
sections according to the table below.

The module menu is determined by user rights. If you do not have user right to show any procedure
in a module, that module button will not be shown at all. Under the module button you will see the
procedures to which you have access in the module in question.

Icon Name Sections

Manufacturing Parts, Configurator, Calculations, Orders, Planning, Subcontract,
Reporting, Statistics/Follow-up, Work centers

Purchase Suppliers, Inquiries, Orders, Arrivals, Statistics/Follow-up, Accounts
payable,

Cash flow forecast

Sales Customers, CRM, Quotes, Orders, Delivery, Invoicing, Statistics/Follow-
up,

Accounts receivable, Cash flow forecast

Stock Parts, Requirements planning, Stock count, Valuation, Traceability, Cases,
Calculation

Time recording Personnel, Recording, Authorize/Adjust, Basic data

Accounting Chart of accounts/Dimensions, Automatic posting/allocation, Accrual
accounting, Vouchers, Reports/Follow-up, Projects, Budget, Change of
period/year,

Fixed assets register, Create report

General
registers

Basic settings, Economy, Document management, File management,
Export/Import, EDI, Users/Personnel, Categories, Other tables, System
maintenance

As an alternative to opening procedures via the module menu there is a search field called Find
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procedure on the title bar. This is a find-as-you-type function to find and open procedures.

By using the shortcut key F9 you can open a temporary version of the module menu including
the search field Find procedure. This function is especially useful when the procedure windows
are maximized on your screen.

Procedure window
The procedure windows in MONITOR G5 are separate from the main window. You can place them
anywhere you want on your screen. If you have more than one screen you can also move the
procedure windows between the screens. The procedure windows are adapted for a screen resolution
of at least 1280 × 720 pixels (HD).

The procedure windows always contain the following parts: Backstage (1) with different general
alternatives and settings for the procedure, Toolbar (2), Title bar (3), Boxes (4) with different contents.
A function menu (5) is available in certain boxes. Some procedure windows are also divided into
several tabs (6).

There are principally three different types of procedure windows in MONITOR G5; single record
procedures, list procedures, and table procedures.

Single record procedures
Single record procedures are used to register and update one data record at a time. These are data
records which contain a lot of information, for example parts, customers, and customer orders. The
procedure windows also contain the following sections: Header (1) with record selector, Status row (2)
with information about when the record was most recently modified and printed, Validation window
(3) showing warnings and errors, if any, from different validations in the procedure, Side panel (4)
containing useful information from different registers linked to the data record in question.
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List procedures
List procedures are used to select and load several data records to different list for printing and
reporting. The procedure windows also contain the following sections: List types (1), Presentations (2),
Selection rows (3), Settings (4), and Grouping header in lists (5). Some of the lists also have a side
panel.
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Table procedures
Table procedures are used to register different basic data in a table, for example terms, codes, price
lists, and categories. Procedure windows of this type contain one or several tables (1) divided in
different tabs.

Subordinate windows
There are also subordinate windows to many procedure windows in MONITOR G5. These are modal
windows (dialog windows), but also certain boxes and windows found under different buttons. These
can be unpinned from the procedure window and then they become floating windows subordinate to
the procedure window. Read more about subordinate windows in the online help function.

The Function menu
There is a function menu to the left of all lists, selection rows, and different tables, in the procedures.
This menu contains buttons with different functions. If you place the cursor over a button, the
function of the button is shown in a tooltip. In the image below you see an example of how the
function menu in a list might look.

Many of the buttons on the function menu are also available on the context menu when right-clicking.

In the topic The Function menu in the online help function, there is a table of the most
common buttons on the function menu, also containing an explanation of the function. In
that table you also see the shortcut keys, if any.
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The Context menu
In MONITOR G5 there is a context menu which you open by right-clicking.

The context menu has different contents depending on where in the procedure window you open it. It
is available in input fields, boxes, lists, tables, as well as column headings in tables, and columns in
lists. The context menu can be seen as an alternative to the function menu, for example to link to
other procedures.

The context menu can also contain certain special functions. This applies if you open the menu in
input fields, lists, column headings in tables, and columns in lists.

In the topic Context menu in the online help function you find more information about these
special functions.

The Side panel

Under Side panel in the backstage of the procedure you can add or delete different register
components for the side panel in the procedure in question.

You find the side panel (1) in the right portion of the procedure windows. You show the side panel
using F10 or the button Show the side panel . When the side panel is shown you can also use the

same button to hide it, or F10.

The components in the side panel show information and values related to the record in question in a
procedure or to a selected record in a list. Certain values also have hyperlinks to affected procedures
so you can directly see the background information for the specific value.

Under Settings – General in the desktop’s backstage you can configure to show the side panel
by default in certain procedures.
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Lookup in large registers
In large registers MONITOR G5 such as for example the part register and different order registers,
there is a powerful search function to use to find and load records in the register. It is called Lookup.
Using this Lookup feature you can search for records, make pattern searches, and view your most
recently loaded records from the register. Here you can also create presentations for searches.
Presentations consists of which columns in the register you wish to search in, and/or you can add
filters with selections of different types of records that should be possible to search for.

You open the Lookup feature using the button or F4 in fields belonging to large registers, for

example a part field.

In the topic Lookup in large registers in the online help function you can read more about the
Lookup.

Search in lists

Lists in MONITOR G5 have a search feature which you activate using the button Find (Ctrl + B) on

the function menu in the list.

In the search field you type the phrase you are looking for. It is possible to enter more than one
search phrase. In that case they should be separated by spacing. The program automatically goes
through all columns and rows in the list searching for the phrases and then present the result in the
list. You can also manually activate the search by clicking the Find button.

The result displays the hits with a yellow background color and the list is filtered to only show the rows
containing hits.

Phrases from previously made searches are saved in the search field as long as you do not close the
procedure.

By using the button Reset you delete the search result and also the phrases from previous searches
will be removed.

You close the search function by again clicking the Find button on the function menu or by clicking the
close button to the left of the search field.

Find and replace in lists
In lists and tables possible to update in MONITOR G5 there is a function used to find and replace

values. This is activated with the Find & replace button (Ctrl + H) on the function menu.
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You enter the value you wish to search for and the value you wish to replace it with. It can for example
be a quantity, a word, or if a checkbox should be marked. By default it is suggested to search for the
value seen in the column on the row which is marked. The function finds and replaces in the column
which is marked in the list/table.

Settings
You use the setting Replace all rows if you want to enter a value to replace with on all rows with the
correct value in the column.

With the setting Only complete words you will only get hits for complete words when you search.

With the setting Lower-case/CAPITAL the search will take lower-case and capital letters into
consideration.

Buttons
With the Replace button you replace the value in the field on the selected row.

With the Replace all button you execute all replacing items.

With the button Next you will move down the list to the next row containing the value you search for.

To be able to activate the Find & replace function you first have to make the list possible to

update before you load it. This is done by using the button Updateable (Ctrl + U) in the

toolbar of the procedure.

Selection

In a list procedure there is always a tab called Selection where you can select data records in different

intervals from the database. The data records are then loaded by using the Load button in the

toolbar of the procedure.
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On the selection rows you create the intervals in the selection by means of the fields From and To. For
some registers it is not possible to create an interval. In such cases the To field is deactivated. You can
also exclude data records in the selection by checking the checkbox Exclude. You can also use wildcard
characters to make more specified selections. Read more about this in the topic "Advanced selection"
below.

You can include a selection of data records from the clipboard to a new selection by checking the
Clipboard checkbox for a selection row. This checkbox is only shown if there is a selection (in the
Clipboard) containing data records from the register on the selection row. Read more about this
Clipboard for selections in the topic Clipboard.

This way you can duplicate selection rows by clicking the Add row button on the function menu.

This way you can combine different intervals from the same register so it is included or excluded in the
selection.

You can also save own default data record intervals by using the feature Default values which is found
in the backstage of the procedure.

There is a standard set of selection rows in each procedure, but you can modify which selection rows
you wish to have in the different procedures. Read more about this in the "Selection rows" on the
next page topic.

Advanced selection
It is possible to perform a more specified selection in list procedures by using wildcard characters in
the From field under the Selection tab. When you use wildcards, the To field becomes inactive. The
wildcard characters supported are described in the table below.

Expression Explanation Example

% The percentage sign "%" selects everything before or
after the sign.

pl% – will include everything
starting with pl.

%rg – will include everything
ending with rg.

%ul% – will include
everything containing ul.
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Expression Explanation Example

_ Underscore "_" selects everything in the indicated
position, including space.

_ _ _ _lock – will include
everything which contains 8
character and ends with lock.

[n-n] Square brackets "[ ]" containing the expressions "n-n",
"nn", or "^n" must always be combined with the
wildcards Percent "%" or Under score "_" and can be
used to select both numbers and text.

5[3-5]9% – will include
everything starting with 539,
549, and 559.

_[2-6]% – will include
everything with 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 in the second position.

[nn] %[25] – will include
everything ending with either
2 or 5.

[^n] Circumflex "^" is used to exclude the character to the
right of the symbol.

7[^4]% – will include
everything beginning with 7
and which does not have 4 in
the second position.

[^n^n] 5[^2^4]% – will include
everything starting with 5
and which does not have 2 or
4 in the second position.

Selection rows

Under Selections rows in the backstage of the procedure you can which selection rows you want to
have in the procedure and you also decide in which order the selection rows should be placed. These
settings only apply to your user.

The selection rows section is available in backstage for both list procedures and single record
procedures. In list procedures you can decide which selection rows you wish to have for each list type
available under the Selection tab. In single record procedures you can configure which selection rows
you want to be available under the Selection button on the toolbar.
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If it is a list procedure you can in the List type field choose for which list type you want to adapt the
selection rows.

Under Selection rows there is a table with Selectable selection rows and a table with Selected selection

rows. Using the buttons between the tables you can add or delete selection rows. Using two

other buttons you can also move the selected selection rows around and change the order of them:

up or down in the table. You can also add, delete, or move selection rows by dragging and

dropping the selection rows with your mouse pointer.

In the table containing selected selection rows you can also check the checkbox Favorite for the rows
which you most often use when you select data in the procedure. These rows will then be shown at
the top of the table in a separate section for Favorites among the selection rows.

At the bottom of the window you can use the Clear button to clear/empty the table of selected

selection rows. Using the Save button you save the selected selection rows. Using the Reset

button you reset the selected selection rows table to the standard design.
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